
 

 

   

 

Mishkan Museum of Art, Ein Harod 

End of the Year Report, 2022 

From Museum Director, Orit Lev-Segev 

  

Dear Friends, 

I would like to take the opportunity to share with you some of the Mishkan’s activities over the past year. I am 

proud to say that the museum is vibrant and bustling with a "full house" of visitors of all kinds: k-12, students, 

seniors, art lovers and the public.  

The Mishkan Museum of Art, Ein Harod, welcomed a record-breaking number of more than 70,000 visitors in 

2022!  This outstanding achievement could have only accomplished thanks to the extraordinary dedication and 

determination of our team and the members of the board to keep on serving as an art home at its best, here in 

the north periphery of Israel.  All of this has been achieved with limited resources, yet with a sense of mission and 

creative joy. With a budget of only 3.1 million NIS, eight full time employees have continued creating miracles: 14 

exhibitions, 115 gallery talks, significant series of cultural activities, and very rich art educational program built 

into the Mishkan over the past years. 

We opened for the first time, permanent exhibition “Treasures of the Mishkan Museum of Art, Chapter 1”  

Curated by Yaniv Shapira and Judith Bejerano, it features highlights from the Mishkan’s collection of over 20,000 

works. The exhibition and its accompanying film provide a glimpse into the courageous history behind the 

collection, rooted in the pioneering vision of the founders of Kibbutz Ein Harod and their view of art as a way of 

life and to bring to the museum new audiences. 

Our Judaica exhibition, “The Unbroken Thread” curated by Dvora Liss, created positive ripples of media attention 
around the world for its rare synagogue textiles of late nineteenth-century Jewish communities in Europe, which 
exhibited in dialogue with works by contemporary Israeli artists.  The story of the exhibition’s centerpiece, the 
Würzburg Parochet, which survived despite the annihilation of the city’s Jewish community by the Nazis, is one of 
many examples of the Mishkan's extensive Judaica collection, dedicated to preserving the memory and legacy of 
Jewish communities who have otherwise disappeared.  

 
We continued our commitment to bringing contemporary art of the highest level to our area with two rounds of 

rotating exhibitions. This past spring, “WORLDS” featured four contemporary Israeli artists each responding to 

the state of the world during the COVID pandemic and right after the “Undertones: Perspectives on Israeli Art” 

which includes cluster of three exhibitions, among them an incubator project of five young Israeli artists. 

Our current exhibition "Spirit of Man, Spirit of Place - Artists of the Abu Shakra family in Ein Harod", curated by 

Dr. Housni Shehada and Dr. Galia Bar-Or - an exceptional, highly acclaimed display of five artists of the Abu-Shakra 

family from Umm El Fahem. This historical group exhibition brings hope, with a sense of comfort, in the creation 

of a rare dialogue. This exhibition has become a "MUST-SEE" with tens of thousands of visitors from all over Israel 

making the special journey to the Mishkan to absorb this unique exhibition. As our President, Mr. Isaac Herzog, 

noted during the opening event: "The beauty and depth of the works of the Abu Shakra family are given a place 

of honor in this museum, this connection says it all - that it is possible to live differently, that it is possible to live 

together, that peace, partnership and human kinship are real possibilities for our future here, in our beloved land." 

https://bit.ly/3Oedxld   

Together, with the Judaica wing and the permanent exhibition, the Mishkan offers a uniquely rich and diverse 

multicultural mosaic -- Art, as a powerful tool for social change. 

https://bit.ly/3Oedxld


 

 

The Mishkan would not be sincere to its mission of community involvement, without its ongoing dedication to 

educational programs for students of every age and background. With more than 15,000 students being joyfully 

and sensitively guided, we aim to emphasize creative thinking and empathy, and to bring kids of all ages closer to 

art. With our unique pedagogical programs, students' explored art while learning English and history. Children 

with special needs build confidence in the inclusive space of the museum. Arab and Jewish students encounter art 

and one another. We invite you to bring your school or community to the Mishkan virtually, with our ZoomArt 

program. For details, please contact mus-edu@ehm.co.il and watch our video: https://bit.ly/ZoomArtMovie 

We believe 2023 will be even better year in so many ways! 

With new and exciting exhibitions, rich cultural activities, and many new educational programs. We are entering 

into an exciting period of regeneration with the initiation of multiple infrastructure projects; among them the Ann 

Wiener Youth Wing, renovation of the Judaica wing, and the garden area in front of the main entrance (both are 

open for you for naming). 

Coming May, we are planning an exciting and unique art & cultural trip to Israel focusing on Israeli art. Registration 

is about to close with only few places left. Please join to this special week ://arts-and-culture.forms-wizard.biz/  

I would like to say big thank you to our friends, supporters and fans all over the world. Special thanks to Wendy 

Kantor, our US Representative, for her incredible dedication and support in so many ways, and to our major 

supporters this year: The Ministry of Culture, Beracha foundation; Bromberg foundation from Netherlands, 

Michael Staenberg from St. Louis, The Kibbutzim: Ein Harod Ihud and Me'huad; the Gilboa Regional Council, Zila 

and Giora Yaron, Ricor Ltd. Palbam Ltd. ,Bank Mercantile-Discount ltd, and anonymous funds and private donors.  

I invite you to stay in-touch with us and be part of our family, accomplishing together the role we took upon 

ourselves to bring the highest quality of culture and art to the northern periphery of Israel. 

On behalf of the wonderful staff of the Mishkan Museum of Art, we look forward to welcoming you here in Ein 

Harod, and wholeheartedly wish you - a healthy, happy and successful 2023.  

 

Yours, 

 
Orit 

https://bit.ly/ZoomArtMovie
https://arts-and-culture.forms-wizard.biz/

